Let’s Focus on Hocus-Pocus
ABRACADABRA, PRESTO CHANGE-O, OPEN SAYS ME! This magical story now
focuses on kids growing up, going about, and spreading out. In a roly-poly introduction, the
swelling tubby mystery introduces Polly, Wally, and Dolly. However, who the children are
or will be in the tall tale does not much matter at all, because as the neat munching dream
shares its glory, the sweet treat with creamy outreach is everybody’s uprising story.
Therefore, behind the dreams door on the wild howling hour as the crunching tale
turns its mixer pages forward, this book will speak to everyone no matter who we are, what
we have done, or how old we will ever become. So my reader friends, steaming along our
bend from beginning till the end, there will be many important things going on in this hefty
story that really matter. But the most interesting thing will not be where it happened, who it
was happening to, how it even occurred, or who had done what to whom as we mysteriously
stir up the batter.
Yes, the most curious thing about telling the delightful tickling tale will mostly focus
on HOCUS POCUS, as the story’s tasty spotlight will be on sizzles, magical giggles,
wiggles, spills, and the unflattering weight that would not let Polly move faster, thus telling
the tale from a triplet’s point of view. The old new truth with after effects will center on the
words rude, happy, around, out, up, also down, and on a neat sweet treats dream too!
Yes, like a teeter-totter, this cute story balances on reality and magical secrets as well,
but mostly the book delightfully focuses on Polly’s jolly body-switching as Polly’s neat
name with her tail and show-and-tell tale of the same, changes Polly to Roly-Poly, to
Muncher Gums, Porky Tummy, Blubber Bum, or into an Oinky Piggy. Hereafter, Polly, not
trip sister Dolly or triplet brother Wally, will mostly be talking about the glitches, hitches,
and also spatters with even more splatters, and the yummy batter landing on her very full
platter.
So in coming of this story we have all known well circling around gaining weight,
this salt-and-pepper tale to tell has to do with what will go onto her plate, then in and out of
her full cheeks going over her cavity-filled teeth as she loudly chewed. It further has to do
with bigmouthed Wally and crude Dolly being rude and making fun of their sister blues. The
mystic story also focuses on hellos, byes, highs, lows, flybys, and crumby attitudes. The
supernatural dream additionally has to do with being crude and all the food that was bad and
good for you.
The story, likewise, has to do with the right and wrong decisions mashed in between
the two that ruled Polly’s cruel world as the unkind, smashed crumbs bloated her tummy
going off of her tray, making her fatter, and adding a lot of extra padding. So as Polly
TURNS INTO HER FOOD, and her brother and sister learn a lot too, everything happening
on Polly’s Neat Sweet-Treats Dream fantasy focuses on nice old-time HOCUS POCUS ,
good, bad, sad, mad, glad, alone, and ABRACADABRA. NOW YOU EAT IT, now you
don’t!

